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SERVICES AT ST ANNE’S
DATE

TIME

SERVICE

Sunday 5th June
Friday 10th June

10:00
10:00

Parish Eucharist
Holy Communion

Sunday 12th June
Friday 17th June
Sunday 19th June

10:00
10:00

Parish Eucharist
Holy Communion

08:30
10:00
10:00

Holy Communion
Informal Service
Holy Communion

Friday 1st July

10:00
12:30
17:30
10:00

Parish Eucharist
Simple Lunch
Informal Service
Holy Communion

Sunday 3rd July
Friday 8th July

10:00
10:00

Parish Eucharist
Holy Communion

Sunday 10th July
Friday 15th July

10:00
10:00

Parish Eucharist
Holy Communion

Sunday 17th July
Friday 22nd July

10:00
10:00

Informal Eucharist
Holy Communion

Sunday 24th July
Friday 29th July

10:00
12:30
17:30
10:00

Parish Eucharist
Simple Lunch
Informal Service
Holy Communion

Sunday 31st July

10:00

Parish Eucharist

Friday 24th June
Sunday 26th June

Regular Events at
St. Anne’s
Study/Prayer Group
2nd & 4th Wednesdays
at 11.30
(See Jenny Howland for
details of Wednesday
Evening group)
Healing & Wholeness
Service
Thursdays 2-4pm
a short 15 Minute service
followed by an
opportunity for individual
prayer
See Eira Endersbee for
further details

Spiritual
Development and
Practice Service
Chingford Old
Church, 121 Old
Church Rd, London E4
6ST
Meetings take place on the
first Saturday of the month
at 5.30pm
ALL ARE WELCOME

Jan Hawkins

Dates for your diary
Saturday 4th June—Mini Market Margaret Centre
Monday 6th June Plant
Tuesday 7th June - M.L.T
Wednesday 15th June—Pastoral Committee
Monday 27th June—Projects & Events Committee
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Please send in any articles for the
July magazine by
Sunday 19th June
preferably by email to
EMAIL TO: janicegar@talktalk.net
I look forward to hearing from you if you
have any comments to make regarding
the Hatch Herald or would like to
contribute articles, tips, recipes etc

Greetings from the vicarage.

Hi
In Catholic culture the month of June is dedicated to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. For the more evangelical
and low church end of the Anglican market devotion to the Sacred Heart perhaps sounds a bit weird.
Though at the higher end both of Anglicanism and Lutheranism the devotion is popular – and for good reason. I was first introduced to the concept by the teaching order of Brothers who had the dubious task of
getting me from age 11 to sixth form intact and educated. The order was called ‘The congregation of the
brothers of the Sacred Heart – and they were, to a man, excellent, inspiring and inspired teachers. The devotion itself can be traced back to the beginnings of the second millennium and people like St. Francis of
Assisi and St. Bernard of Clairvaux (who founded the Cistercians). The reason for this was the dawn of the
second millennium also marked the dusk of the dark ages. All over Europe a new scholarship was taking
root and there was a renewed interest in the ‘stuff’ of this world as well as hope for the next. This interest
in this world and in the ‘human-ness’ of humanity led to a greater devotion to the humanity of Jesus. In
1353 Pope Innocent VI instituted a special Mass in honour of the heart of Jesus. Crucifixes which had been
up to that point somewhat anemic became far more ‘physical’ and Christ was depicted in all too human
agony, blood and all. By the middles ages devotion in the Catholic world both to the wounds of Christ and
the wounded heart of Christ was immensely popular and still is one of the ‘logos’ of the Jesuit order. Specific devotion to the heart of Jesus came into its own in the 18th and 19th centuries and in the closing days of
the 19th Century on June 11th 1899 Pope Leo XIII consecrated the human race to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
The idea behind the devotion is simple: Jesus’ compassion for all humanity is symbolized and represented
by his heart. The heart, in addition to its metaphoric value, is also all too human. Accordingly, this love and
compassion is grounded in his humanity. Devotion to the Sacred Heart therefore emphasizes the humanity
of Jesus and avoids the mistake of seeing him as somehow separate from the world we live in.
I mention all this, partly because it is interesting and partly because this month on the 19 th we will be having
our ‘Bring a friend to Church Sunday’ service at 10.00. And the reason why this is important is because we
believe that we, as the church, have something of extraordinary value to offer. And that is the truth that
God loves us very much and this love poured out of the humanity of Jesus and still does today.
Of course it would be great if more people came to church – it would be marvelous if more people came to
faith. It would be greater still if more people realized how much they were loved – and if we don’t tell them
by the way we live and the welcome they receive, who will?
So if you are able – it would be great to see you on the 19th – the service won’t be a Eucharist, there will be
communion at 8.30. And this is so we can make the service as accessible as possible for as many as possible.
Hope to see you there.
Pax et Bonum

Jude
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Ethics and ethical theory: Utilitarianism

Having introduced the subject in the last edition
of the Hatch Herald, this article plunges into
normative ethics by taking a look at arguably the
most widespread (in practice, at least) ethical
theory: Utilitarianism.
What is it?

happiness and wellbeing of the many began to
count and a morality which seemed to penalise
the many, especially the poor, with its arbitrary
dictates and unfair commands, backed up by the
odious class system was increasingly seen as
outdated and unjust.

Utilitarianism is the belief that what makes an
action right is that it brings about the consequence of the ‘greatest happiness for the greatest number.’ And conversely what makes an action wrong is that it brings about the greatest
misery for the greatest number. This means that
no action is right or wrong in itself. If you remember from the last article I mentioned the
essential elements necessary for any decision to
be ethical, easily remembered by the acronym
IAC (Intention, Act and Consequence). Utilitarians emphasise intention and consequence. Act
is of little importance in the theory since what
gives an act its moral value is the intention to
bring about the consequence of happiness. Accordingly the same act could be right in one context and wrong in another. Some utilitarians argue that from past experience we know what
acts are more likely to bring about happiness;
accordingly, we can work out what rules, in general, we should obey. That kind of thinking is
known as Rule Utilitarianism.

The best way of demonstrating how ethical theories work and their respective strengths and
weaknesses is to use examples of ethical dilemmas. Sometimes these examples may seem
somewhat farfetched and off the wall, other
times just plain horrible. The reason being is to
make the ethical issues as stark as possible so
that our thinking is not muddied by other considerations:
Three Dilemmas
1) In the novella ‘Of mice and men’ by John
Steinbeck, George is a canny and sharp
plantation labourer, his friend, Lennie, is
slow witted – what today might be referred to as having special needs. Lennie
means no harm to anyone yet he is a
large man and immensely strong. He
loves to pet and touch soft things,
though often accidently harms them. On
the farm where he is working the boss’s
son’s wife (who is never named in the
story) flirts with Lennie while the rest of
the workers are out. Lennie accidently
kills her. Lennie flees to a place where
George and he had agreed to meet if

The idea of utilitarianism has been around since
the ancient Greeks, though it came into its own
in the late 18th and mid-19th centuries in the
writings of Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart
Mill. Both were writing at a time of immense
social change, upheaval and reform. For the first
time in human history people began to think of
‘rights’ as something belonging to everyone and
not just a particular class or privileged few. The
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evening the local Klu Klux Klan turned up
and demanded that the sheriff throw the
prisoner out so they could administer
their particularly vicious version of
‘justice’ and torture and lynch him. The
Klan spokesman said to the sheriff ‘It’s a
small town – you know who we are – we
are going to take him whether you like it
or not. You have a choice, send him out
or we come and get him, which means
you and the deputy will die in the shootout – your choice.’ What should the Sheriff do?

Lennie ever got into trouble. When the
workers return to the farm George immediately realises what has happened
and slips away to find Lennie. George had
always kept Lennie’s hopes and happiness alive by sharing the dream of a
bright future together where they could
farm their own land. When George finds
Lennie he knows that the rest of the labourers and the farm owner’s son are
going to lynch Lennie when they get to
him. So George talks to Lennie about
their future dream and while Lennie is
happy thinking about it George shoots
him in the head from behind. Lennie is
therefore spared the humiliation and
pain of being hanged and so dies painlessly and happy. Was George right to kill
Lennie?

For a utilitarian the first two dilemmas are
easily resolved. Yes George was right to kill
Lennie. By doing so he saved Lennie from
great misery and a painful, traumatic death.
The same argument is used today to defend
assisted suicide. In the second dilemma,
likewise, Hans was right to lie to the Gestapo. It is important to note that for a utilitarian killing a person and lying are neither right
nor wrong. What gives them their moral
quality is the intention behind the killing and
lying and the consequence which results
from killing and lying in those particular circumstances. The problem for the utilitarian
comes with the third dilemma. No matter
which way they try to argue it, the utilitarian
would have to say that it would be ‘right’ for
the sheriff to throw the black man out of
prison and into the murderous mob for
them to torture, maim and eventually lynch
him. Even though he has yet to be tried and
is therefore presumed innocent. Ethical decision making in this context boils down to
simple maths – the sheriff’s choice is either
three lives or one – so the greatest happiness could only result in the greater number
of lives not being lost. And because of the
simple maths a utilitarian is even debarred
from saying that letting the Klan do their
worst was the least wrong because ‘right’
equals the greatest happiness for the great-

2) Hans lived in occupied Holland during the
Second World War. He was sheltering
Jews in the attic. The Gestapo acting on a
tip off came calling and asked him outright if he were hiding Jews. Hans knew
what was happening to the Jews under
the Nazis and says that he is not and
would not hide Jews and persuades the
Gestapo that he is also anti-Semitic. The
Gestapo leave and the Jews Hans is hiding are safe. Was Hans right to lie?
3) In the deep south of the USA during the
40s a black man living in a small town
was arrested having been accused of the
rape and murder of a white girl. Because
it was a small town there was a jail house
attached to the sheriff’s office and a
courthouse where the circuit judge
would come and hear cases every few
months or so. The judge was not due for
another week. So the man was kept in
the jail. The sheriff was nearing retirement and his deputy, a young man, had
just become a dad for the first time. One
5

end to capital punishment, addressed the excesses of poverty, defended human rights and
gradually begun to rethink justice and punishment not only in terms of retribution for breaking a law but also in terms of rehabilitation and
therapy for the wrong doer.

est number and so it would be ‘right’ in that
situation because the greatest happiness for
the greatest number is achieved only by
handing him over. Trouble is – most of us
reflecting on that example might be unhappy with saying that throwing the man out to
the Klan was ‘right’.

Weaknesses
On the surface it looks like Utilitarianism has a
lot going for it, even though as demonstrated
above – it does have problems: Consensus politics and economic policy are more often than
not utilitarian driven. Indeed, many have argued
that it would be very difficult to be a successful
politician without utilitarianism. Despite what
they occasionally say many politicians would
rather do what is popular – and that way get
voted back into office – than stand on principle.
The suicidal short sightedness with regard to
carbon emissions and global warming is evidence of that.

Oddly enough utilitarianism’s strengths are also
its weaknesses. The problem with emphasising
the consequence over the act is that ‘right’ and
‘wrong’ acts disappear – all that is left are happy
and unhappy consequences. We might well
point to various events in history where government actions made the majority happy yet
where we also think those actions were wrong.
It was abundantly clear the majority who voted
for the Nazis in pre-war Germany thought that
expelling Jews from mainstream society made
society that much the happier. A utilitarian has
no alternative but to say therefore what the Nazi government did in the Nuremburg laws was
Strengths
‘right’ because the only criteria for ‘right’ is the
Undoubtedly Utilitarianism has many strengths. greatest happiness for the greatest number. History is littered with majorities persecuting miIt takes the consequences of actions seriously
and recognises the importance of happiness and norities on precisely those grounds. Although
most of us are utilitarian some of the time - we
wellbeing in society. Ethical decision making is
determined by weighing up the possible conse- might lie to avoid telling a hurtful truth – very
few of us are utilitarian all the time. Most of us
quences for the many rather than referring to
either the past or to commandments and it rec- think that torture is wrong regardless of who
ognises that not all decisions are cut and dried – does it or what the consequences might be, the
there may be many other factors which are par- same is true of racism. The happiness and wellticular to the situation in which a decision must being of pre-war German citizens had no relebe made. Largely because of utilitarianism’s re- vance as to whether anti-Semitism was wrong.
And this is because we can all think of things
fusal to assign any moral quality to an act, morality is seen not as an objective law which must that we believe to be wrong regardless of consebe obeyed but as a fluid, adaptable, person and quences; surely, right and wrong cannot be reduced to a vote. Interestingly in the New Testapeople centred way of understanding right and
wrong and because people and society change it ment, Caiaphas uses a utilitarian argument to
justify killing Jesus: ‘For the sake of the nation,
allows for morality to change and develop as
well. For all their faults the liberal social democ- one man must die.’
racies of Europe have acted in ways designed to
A second weakness of utilitarianism is when is a
bring about the greatest happiness for the
greatest number. They have in the main, put an consequence a consequence? The problem is
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that consequences have consequences which
have consequences and so on. At what point do
you draw a line and say this is the consequence
which matters? A trivial example might be giving
students free alcohol. It might provide immediate happiness for a considerable number but in
the long term may well provide considerable
misery come flunked exams and regrettable behaviour. A more serious example might be permitting the torture of captured ISIS members to
reveal planned future terror attacks etc. In the
short term many lives may be saved. In the long
term it could fuel even more resentment and
hatred and so create greater misery further
down the line. A weakness similar to that is, by
definition, a consequence is always in the future
and no matter how probable the consequence
of an action there is always something about the
future which is unknown.

misery than if the sheriff, the deputy and prisoner all died. And yet we can still meaningfully ask
whether the sheriff was ‘right’ to do so. The very
fact that we can ask such a question must mean
that whenever we use the word ‘right’ morally,
we mean something more than ‘the greatest
happiness for the greatest number.’ Accordingly
‘Right’ does not simply mean ‘The greatest happiness for the greatest number,’ and utilitarianism is false.
Let me put it another way. Consider the following two sentences:
1)

‘Doing the right thing will lead to happi
ness.

2)

‘Doing what leads to happiness is there
fore right.’

It looks like two similar ways of saying the same
thing. Now consider these two sentences:

Assessment and Conclusion
Personally I dislike utilitarianism immensely for
reasons that will become apparent as this series
progresses. Mainly though it is because it seems
to me that the act matters as much if not more
so than possible consequences. While relativism
(the view that culture determines right and
wrong – so what might be considered right in
one society could be wrong in another) has its
strengths you inevitably have to conclude that
nothing is really either right or wrong and once
that principle is accepted then anything can be
justified by possible consequences. This doesn’t
matter so much when it is about minor things
which hurt no one – it does matter when the
issue is female genital mutilation or killing the
innocent ‘for the greater good.’

1)

‘All swans are white.’

2)

‘All white things are therefore swans.’

It becomes clear that although the first two sentences look like they are saying the same thing –
in fact they are not. The problem with utilitarianism is that it tries to make those sentences
mean the same thing which is just as illogical as
saying all white things are therefore swans. Accordingly moral words such as ‘Good’ and ‘Right’
must mean more than a happy consequence in
the same way that the colour white means more
than the colour of swans.
Next month, a theory of ethics which is the exact opposite of utilitarianism – from the prolific
pen of Immanuel Kant; deontological ethics and
the Categorical Imperative.

Philosophically there is also another subtle problem with utilitarianism, illustrated by the third
dilemma. If the sheriff threw the man on the
mercy of the mob – regardless of what we might
have done in the same circumstances – it would
clearly result in a greater happiness and less

Jude
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Prayer of Praise
We praise you Lord in glory for joyful is your
name
Shout out in exultation, praise God with hearts
inflamed
The heavenly host of angels acclaim with trumpet call
That you our God almighty from the time of Adam's fall
Resilient in your splendour looked down upon
this earth
With arms outstretched reached out to us was
present at our birth
The sin of Adam tainted us, we saw with blinded
eyes
Our faith was lost in want and greed yet still you
heard our cries
You sent your son to die for us, our sins He did
embrace
His torture and His death he bore to save the
human race
So help us Lord to always live lives within your
law
To praise You and exalt you in glory ever more
May your presence now embrace us and your
spirit dwell within
May Jesus walk beside us may we never more to
sin
May we praise your name each morning, give
thanks at each days end
Like your son, when life is over, to You may we
ascend?
May You be there to greet us as we step
through Heaven's door
May we with Heaven's angels dwell with You for
evermore?

From John Wood’s Library

God can draw a straight line even with a crooked stick.
Tony Horsfall
Jesus is searching for people to humble themselves as he did. Will you be that disciple today?
Andrew Jones
When the trumpet call sounds at midnight,
only those whose hearts are tuned to the sound
will hear it. They are a people who love Jesus
and who wait expectantly for him.
Seen on a plaque near the Eleona Grotto, Jerusalem

Farewell to HELP ON CALL
It is with sadness that we have had to
close Help on Call after 38 years of service to the Community
Times change, and with prescription deliveries by chemist, meals ready from
freezer to plate, superstore buses for
shopping, dial ride to clubs etc.

Amen

Our helpful, friendly faces have become
less and less needed

Bible quote

So all that is left to say is a big Thank
You to all who have been involved past
and present.

The Lord, I say, is all that I have;
therefore I will wait for him patiently.
The Lord is good to those who look for him,
to all who seek him;
it is good to wait in patience and sigh
for deliverance by the Lord.
It is good, too, for a man
to carry the yoke in his youth.

As we say farewell to Help on Call

Eira

Lamentations ch 3 vs 24-27
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PARISH OF ST. ANNE, CHINGFORD

PCC

NOTES of the meeting held at 8.00pm on Monday 16th May 2016 in the Vestry.
Elections and Appointments
a)

Vice Chairman – Val Woodward

b) Treasurer – Andy Crawford
c)

Secretary – Heather Gwynn

d) Free Will Offerings Officer – Mark Ebden
e)

Electoral Roll Officer – Steve White

f)

Editor, Hatch Herald – Janice Gariazzo

g)

Environmental Officer – Joyce Sullivan/Anthony Sullivan

h) Committees
i) MLT (Standing Committee): Jude Bullock (Chair), Andy Crawford, Heather Gwynn, Jenny Howland, Mick
Scotchmer, Anthony Sullivan and Val Woodward.
ii) Pastoral and Outreach: Lindsey Archer (secretary), Jude Bullock, Eira Endersbee, Jenny Howland, Ken
Howland, Jenny Miller, Alan Pearson, Mick Scotchmer (chair).
iii) Plant: Mark Bibbey, Jude Bullock, Andy Crawford, Colin Smith-Pryor, Beryl Stratton (Secretary), Anthony
Sullivan (chair), Val Woodward.
iv) Projects and Events: Jude Bullock, Velma Davis, Heather Gwynn (chair), Joyce Palmer, Andrea Reynolds, Anthony Sullivan, Steve White, Val Woodward.

1)

i)

CTiNC (Churches Together in North Chingford) – Jill Rooke-Matthews

j)

Church Centre Bookings Secretary - Beryl Stratton

k)

Parish Safeguarding Representative: Mick Scotchmer

FINANCES
Andy reported that things were going much as planned at this time of year. One point of concern was that since `
the budget had been produced FWO had dropped by £2,800 plus Gift Aid, about £3,500. This was caused by a
death, people moving away and people stopping contributing. This was clearly a matter of concern which needed
to be addressed.
It was agreed that the next MLT meeting would produce a plan for a drive to increase planned giving.
A tax refund of £6,500 had been received.

2)

CHURCH WARDENS’ REPORT
Heather and Val thanked the outgoing churchwardens, Anthony and Lindsey and Mick Scotchmer for helping
them into their new role.
Anthony Sullivan had agreed to complete the projects to replace the Church Hall roof, remedy the crack in the
porch and resolve the problems with the drains. There was no progress on these projects.
Lindsey and Andy had ended the employment of the previous cleaner. Bob Archer had agreed that he would be
prepared to take on the job and he was appointed.

3)

VICAR’S REPORT
Discussions have been held with Food Cycle, a charity who acquire in date bit off the shelf food from supermar
kets and use it to prepare meals for the needy. The plan was to use the Church Centre on a Thursday as this was
the best day for the Centre. Volunteers would arrive in the morning to prepare the meal which would be provid
ed to the end users at no cost. It was thought that £50 per session would cover our costs. Planning would not be
rushed but it was hoped that the project might start in September.
Jude will apply to the Bishop for Val Woodward and Heather Gwynn be appointed Lay Ministers of Communion
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“ Why not hold a Chingford Hatch Day in 2016?”

The summer of 2016 seemed a long way off when Anthony first put this idea to the PCC’s Projects and
Events Committee last Autumn. Why not build on the Arts Festivals we had held in 2013 and 3014, but
go for something bigger, more of a community event, that would bring us closer to our neighbours
around the Hatch? The Committee and the PCC backed the idea, and we agreed to go ahead.
Since then we’ve settled on a date – Saturday July 23rd – and had lots of helpful support and advice
from the team who organise Highams Park Day, and from the Larkshall and Chingford Hatch Ward
Councillors, especially Councillor Tim James. All sorts of ideas have been tossed around. Some seemed
that bit too ambitious for us, so you won’t be seeing a marching band, pony rides in the church garden,
or a falconry display – not this year, anyway. But there will be activities for all the family, from a
bouncy castle and face painting to a poetry workshop, arts and crafts stalls, displays, games and refreshments. We’re delighted that local organisations like Eat or Heat and the Heathlands Care Home (from
just the other side of the railway line) are planning to have a stall, and that a range of other stall holders
will be joining us.
Activities will happen in and around St Anne’s – the church, church centre, car park and gardens – and
we’re also applying to the Council for permission to use the green space just outside the church. We’re
also talking to our neighbours, including the garage and car wash beside the railway, and the Larkshall
Pub, about how they’d like to be involved.
We’re keen that this should be an occasion for the whole community, with something for all ages, building closer links around Chingford Hatch. It’s also, of course, an opportunity to welcome people to St
Anne’s. We’ll have a church stall, and we’ll want to help people feel welcome, have a good time, and
see St Anne’s as part of the Chingford Hatch community.
As ever, help will be very welcome! Suddenly, Chingford Hatch Day is just weeks away. If you could help
with a stall, with refreshments, with activities, or helping set up for the day – or if you have an idea for
the Day that we’ve not thought of – do please have a word with one of the Committee: Jude, Velma
Davis, Joan Cragie, Joyce Palmer, Steve White, Val Woodward or Heather Gwynn. If you can help by
taking a poster or leaflets, that would be great. And do please pray for Chingford Hatch Day and for all
who will come to it.

Heather

MINI MARKET
The Mini Market on 7th May raised £322.93 For Haven House
Thank you to everyone who was able to give their support .
The next one is on the 4th June in aid of the Margaret Centre
***
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A PREACHER WAS NOTORIOUSLY BORING
One Sunday, the verger tried a little experiment to liven up the sermon – he laced the vicar’s water
with gin. The sermon that followed was remarkable. It was funny, down to earth, full of neat illustrations, hard-hitting and spiritually enlightening. The parishioners were astonished and the verger
was jubilant.
The next Sunday, he stepped up the gin in the water and another sensational sermon followed,
even more powerful than the first.
On the third Sunday, the bishop was visiting the church so, in honour of this occasion, the verger
put nine-tenths gin to one-tenth water. The vicar excelled himself preaching on the story of Daniel
in the Lions Den. The pulpit shook as he paced up and down. He acted the parts, he laughed, he
cried, he shouted, he whispered, he touched the hearts of his congregation, he fired their enthusiasm, he inspired them to follow Daniel’s example. After the service, the bishop shook the vicar’s
hand warmly.
“A very good sermon,” he told him, “ but there’s only one small point. God sent an angel to shut
the mouths of the lions, Daniel didn’t ‘zap them between the eyes and strew their brains across the
walls like spaghetti’.”

Lunchtime concert
Saturday, 11th June at 12.30
At Chingford Old Church
121 Old Church Rd, London E4 6ST
Purple Praise
And
Surprise guests!
A program of songs and readings to
listen to and join in with,
in celebration of Her Majesty’s 90th
Birthday
Tickets £7.50 including buffet lunch
All proceeds to the Old Church hall porch
fund
please phone Jan to order: 0208 531 9760

Do you enjoy singing?
Or would you like to have a go?
Summer singing days led by
Christine Gwynn and Frances Quintrell
Heaps of tips, help, coaching, encouragement and
fun!
Sing the Season: High Summer
Thurs 16 June at Belli Centre, South Weald
Sing the Show: The Mikado
Weds 27 July at Copped Hall, Epping
www.arbutusmusic.net
“So much more than a sing-along”

Tailor-made sessions for groups also available
See website or call 01277 651970

or email: jan@janhawkins.co.uk
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Just for kid

s

Animal Jokes
Q: Why did the cat go to Minnesota?
A: To get a mini soda!
———Q: Where do orcas hear music?
A: Orca-stras!
———Q: Why did the cow cross the road?
A: To get to the udder side.
———Q: What do you call a fish without an eye?
A: Fsh!
———Q: What do you do if your dog chews a dictionary?
A: Take the words out of his mouth!
———12

TREE GEM LTD

Call
0208 524 8717 .
07905 575 509.
07958 428 447

TREE REMOVAL
CROWN LIFTING
TREE POLLARDING
CROWN THINNING
PRUNING
DEAD WOODING
CROWN REDUCTION
HEIGHT REDUCTION
HEDGE TRIMMING
GREEN WASTE CLEARENCE

www.tree-gem.com
A full range of tree services
From fully qualified
Fully insured
Arborist
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For Hire

St Anne’s Church Centre
Larkshall Road, E4

Main Hall or Clubrooms
For Private Use
For enquiries and/or reservations
Please call the
Booking Secretary on
07963 248384
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ST ANNES CHURCH CENTRE – REGULAR USERS
Hall Bookings: 07963 248384
From Monday 11th April 2016
TITLE

HALL /
TIMES
CLUBROOM

HOURS

WEEKS

Mon

Pre-school
Line Dancing
Women’s F’ship
‘Footsteps’
Ju-Jitsu Club
Yoga

C
H
H
H
C
H

0915 – 1415
1000 – 1130
1345 – 1445
1600 – 1830
1930 - 2100
1930 – 2045

5.0
1.5
1.0
2.5
1.5
1.25

36
40
36
40
48
48

Tue

Pre-school
Weight Watchers
Brownies
Weight Watchers
Bridge Club

C
H
H
C
H

0915 – 1415
0930 – 1100
1745 – 1915
1900 – 2000
1930 – 2230

5.0
1.5
1.5
1.0
3.0

36
48
36
48
48

Wed

Pre-school
Tai Chi
Weight Watchers
Beavers
Cubs
Scouts

C
H
C
H
H
H

0915 – 1415
0930 – 1130
1715 – 1845
1730 – 1830
1840 – 2010
2015 – 2130

5.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.25

36
48
48
36
36
36

Thurs

Pre-school
AA
Brownies
Rainbows

C
C
H
C

0915 – 1415
1600 – 1730
1815 – 1945
1800 – 1900

5.0
1.5
1.5
1.0

36
48
36
36

Fri

Pre-school
Coffee
Toddlers
Toddlers
Badminton

C
H
C
H
H

0915 - 1215
1030 – 1100
1300 – 1400
1400 – 1430
2015 – 2145

3.0
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.5

36
N/A
36
36
40

Sat

Larkswood Ward
Surgery
Mini Market

C
H

1000 – 1100
1000 – 1200

1.0
2.0

Sun

Scramblers
Coffee
Simple Lunch

C
H
H

1000 – 1100
1115 – 1200
1230 – 1400

1.0
0.75
1.5

(2nd in the month)
(1st in the month
Jan-Oct)

10/4/16
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(4th in the month)

WHO’S WHO AT ST ANNE’S

Useful local numbers:

Our Clergy:

Contact No.

Vicar: Revd Jude Bullock
(Day off—Tuesday)

020 8529 4740

Assistant Curate: Revd. Mick Scotchmer
(Day off-Saturday)

020 8504 7497

Licensed Reader: Jenny Howland

020 8504 2348

Our Church Officers:
Churchwardens:
Heather Gwyn
Val Woodward

020 8505 1364
07831335419

Secretary to the Parochial Church Council:
Heather Gwynn

020 8505 1364

Treasurer: Andy Crawford

020 8527 6512

Age Concern - 558 5512
Credit Union - 8520 8740
Chingford Police - 8529 8666
Library, North Chingford 8496 1070
Library, South Chingford 8496 1079
Longshaw Primary School - 8529
5693
Samaritans - 8520 9191
(24 hour emotional support line)
Waltham Forest Direct 8496 3000
Whipps Cross Hospital 8539 5522

ORGANISATIONS MEETING IN THE CENTRE
ORGANISATION

CONTACT

TELEPHONE NO

Alcoholics Anonymous

0845 769 7555

Badminton

SusanTurner

8524 4679

Beavers

Barbara Rouse-Booth

07961 316389

Bridge Club

C G Mayhew

8527 4317

Brownies (Tues)

Sarah Harrington

8529 2668

Brownies (Thurs)

Caroline Rouse

8529 3688

Cubs

Alice Robinson

07826 556327

‘Footsteps’ Dancing School

Caroline Randall

8500 6943

Ju-Jitsu

Richard King

07884 233477

Line Dancing

Janis Willingale

8502 5582

Pre-School PG

Nicola Thurbon

07941 517751

Rainbows

Debbie Watson

8527 5016

Scouts

Alice Robinson

07826 556327

Taoist Tai Chi Soc

Eleonora Spencer

8504 9808

Toddler Group

Beryl Stratton

8524 2655

Weight Watchers (Tues morn)

Terri Reding

07941 159634

Weight Watchers (Tues even)

Terri Reding

07941 159634

Weight Watchers (Wed)

Jane Rappoport

07984 880899

Women’s Fellowship

Beryl Stratton

8524 2655

Yoga (Monday)

Mohini Chatlani

07903 397070
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